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Architecture to me extends far beyond the creation of a building. It
brings environmental and social implications, if done correctly, can
bring architects to the forefront of positive change. To me, the product
of architecture is as important as how people experience space. My
work seeks to explore and combine the physical with the experiential
to bring positive changes to people’s lives. My motivation to study
architecture is rooted in the creation of environments that produce
profound influences in our lives, as a means to help us imagine a
better future. My collection of design projects takes a human-centered
approach that seeks to identify new ways to live and socially interact
that imply alternatives to our current conditions. Through the process
of reimagining the way we live, work, socialize, architecture becomes
a medium to which we convey these euphemisms and ideas that will
inspire others to live better.
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Rubik House
Competition Proposal
Conceptual Design
Team: Retaw Liu, Mingjia Chen
Advisor: Colette Parras
Duration: 4 Weeks
Role: Team Lead, Interface Design, Parametric Design,
Storyboard, 3D Modelling, Photoshop Rendering

Our proposal aims to respond to housing in the digital era. As we
are taking over by the sharing economy, the future home also
tend towards that trend— the role of the inhabitant changes from
one of the passive receiver to one of the creator. Rather than
having space define how one lives, it’s the inhabitant deciding on
what kind of space he/she needs.
Currently, our home spaces are only inhabited half of the time,
and we can only perform one type of activity at a time in one area.
Considering an average individual who goes out to work come
back home to cook, relax and sleep. Their kitchen space, living
space, reading spaces are not unoccupied when they are working.
The cost to operate and maintain a space that is underutilized
far exceeds its usefulness. We are challenging a new way to live.
By allowing the user to choose a 6x6 base unit, people receive
a basic housing unit that satisfies the essential need of a home.
The user can select to add “functions” to the home base on
demand. Over time, the user can adapt to various housing needs
simply by requesting functional units instead seeking for a new
home. Combined with modern technology, our system enables
the inhabitant to make these customizations for themselves,
maximizing the efficiency of building. We imagine that our future
living spaces will be operating in a whole new way.

Current Trends

Base units

Shared Economy
Occupied Space at
one time.
Most of spaces does
not have activity
happening.

The Student’s home

Living Room

Site conditions

Kitchen

Living Room

The Senior’s Home

The Family’s Home

Functional Units

Parametric framework

Guest Room

Living room

Garbage Room

Play Room

Meditation Space

Media Room

Kitchen

Laundary Room

Home Office

Parcel Room

Gym

Movie + Entertanment

How it works (moving units)
moving unit

fixed unit
Framework

Activities

Residences

Function Units

Interior Pathway

Details

App development

Moving units acting like elevators to
expand upon basic housing units

Streetview of Rubik house
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Rebirthed
Competition Proposal
Exploration of death and the city
Concept in collaboration with Sonia Jin
Re-worked and produced individually
Duration: 4 weeks

The absence of available land in Tokyo provides a challenge for us,
daring us to use unconventional methods to create more space for us
to live. The topic of designing for the dead turns into an exploration of
memory and space. We propose an alternative which, in addition to
providing reusable space to house the deceased, also provides green
space within the city itself. We propose to house the ashes of the dead
in biodegradable urns, made from recycled paper within a vertical
cemetery. The urns, in turn, will then be transferred to pots, awaiting
the addition of small Japanese trees, shrubs or perennial plants. As
the ashen mixture feeds the growing lifeform, the departed relative
is reborn. The transition between the human shell and the plant is
gradual, taking the course of several decades. Yet ultimately resulting
in a living memorial, allowing the ones we love to live on. Initially, the
plants will be housed in a vertical cemetery.
Meanwhile, the relatives of the deceased will be able to visit their
loved ones, as their memory lives on in a new lifeform, and the growth
and health of the plant will be easily monitorable via a cell phone
app. Upon reaching maturity, we propose to remove the plants from
the cemetery, returning the dead to the city which they inhabited
during their lives. The result will be a beautiful network of greenspace
dispersed throughout the city. Moreover, a way for our loved ones to
remain a part of our lives, watching over us, and protecting us.

“It is the secret of the world that all things subsist and do not die,
but retire a little from sight and afterwards return again.”
— Ralph Waldo Emerson

Rediscoveries of life in death
as grave age, there are new life forms growing out of the tombstone.
Likewise, we see this growth of new material as a sign fo time bu also
the rebirth of new life out of a static lifeless object. We take this as a
metaphor for continuation of life and conceptualize this into out form.

Site in Shinjuku, Tokyo

Coexistence of the city and cemetery spaces

Surrounding building typology
The analysis of the building from surrounding indicate that the density of the city does not support more room for landscape for cemetary, the
strategy is to create vertical space for the dead.

Diagram illustrating the new growth from static the urban facade is
reprojected to the structure to create openings

Key Plan Typologies

Entry Level

3F-10F Incubating Urn Levels

11F-15F Burgeoning Landscape

16F-20F Memorial Hall

21-25F Memorial Hall

Top Floor - Chapel

Chapel/Assembly

Memorial Hall

Memorial Hall

Burgeoning Landscape

Incubating Urns

Entry Level

time

Detail A

Chapel
Planter
Concrete floor topping
B

Recessed Light Strip

Memorial Hall
Ventilation

Railing
Exterior concrete

Memorial Hall

Landscape
Detail B

Concrete floor

Incubator
A

Entrance
Seating area

Parking
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New Westminister Corridor
ENDS 402 Studio IV
Conceptual Design
Individual
Instructor: Bill Pechet
Duration: 6 Weeks

The ambition to take on the waterfront parkade came from my
initial visit to New Westminster. The parkade is being hugely
under-utilized. The parkade becomes a place of abandoned
concrete rather than a place that one longs to belong. The danger
of a loss of heritage born out of these large yet neglected spaces.
My role was to find the need and propose a potential project of
intervention to the area itself. The project looks explicitly at the
parkade and the Army and Navy Store as a starting point of an
initiative to bridge a better connection between the historic city
and the new waterfront.
The intricacy and complexity of the space make it difficult access.
Out of the many problems of the site, my goal is to take a strategic
approach to revitalize the waterfront parkade. Many urban
interventions and reform start with change on an architectural
scale.

Form Exploration

Fragment and shear
29%
51%

63%
68%
49%
72%

87%
Albert Crescent Precinct
Waterfront Precinct

Cut and Lift

Tower Precinct
Historic Precinct
Quayside Precinct

Peak Occupancy
by Precinct
as demonstrated by the site analysis, the number of
parking occupancy of the waterfront precinct can
easily be distributed to nearby areas, leaving the space
creating a new public space to enhance connectivity to
the water.
Insert and Puncture

Zoning
The waterfront area is primarily intended for commercial purposes as indicate by
color orange.

Green Space
The new development of the waterfront park
enriched the recreation of the neighbourhood.
However the connection between the rest of the
city to the various green spaces are tenuous

Public access
Nodes of activity are located
at the waterfront park and
near the skytrain stations.
The NW to SE corridors can
be enhanced to gain better
access to the waterfront.

Building Foot Print
Based on grid system the
buildings area more or less
within the confine of their
boundaries, the clustering of
the buildings direct the form
of circulation on site.

The final form is chosen for
it provide the maximum
amount of light with the
least disruption to site
conditions.

Design Interventions

B

A

A’

B’

Resting + Strolling Landscape

Discover Glass Corridor

Watch performance at Amphitheatre

Light well gallery

Perspective View of Parkade rooftop
looking towards the glass corridor

Inside the glass corridor overlooking the
film studio interior
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Between the Planes
ENDS 301 Studio II
Conceptual Design
Individual
Instructor: Mari Fujita
Duration: 3 Weeks

Two ambiguous plans were given to us with no line weight or program,
and we were asked to figure out a structure that somehow connects the
two planes together.
The exploration started by asking what the elements from the given
plan imply. Key features were taken to create possible variations of
form. The simple lines can be interpreted in various ways, extended,
bent, beveled, slanted and extruded to become the spatial language.
By interpolating these elements on a 10’x10’ grid system, I came up
with a spatial experience that focuses on the idea of meeting strangers
without directly confront them in the spaces. Each visitor entering the
space would follow a meticulously designed circulation on their way up
the structure. Along the way, the multiple turns and twists are spaced
with perforated walls. These perforations on the wall are intentionally
meant to capture different parts of the body as the visitor moves
through space. These framed views reveal to another and give hints
about the stranger’s identity and style.

Study model

Dissecting plan elements
Key elements from the base plans are taken out to explore
a number of ways of interpreting the plan. This analysis
provide possibilities of how these elements could be
commensurate with one another.

Digital Model Development

Physical Study Model

box linear approach

Interpolate slanting approach

Circulation approach

Section A-A’

Framing Identity
Strangers within the space meet through small punctures that
reveal only part of their body. The movement and identity of
the person is captured through these openings allowing the
space to determine how they will be perceived.

Plans

B

Section B-B’
A

A’

B’

Circulation
Two circulations are formed with two sets of
experiences.
Orange represent circulation going up and blue is
circulation coming down in the space.

The downward stairs are enclosed by interpolating between two squares
of identical squares on the incompatible plans.This only similarity helps
to bridge the two plans and create a connection within the space.

Spatial Sequences

The journey begins with the visitor stepping
into the building and taking a turn towards the
right through the arch doorway.

the building have partitions that have
punctures throughout the wall, but the visitors
are limited in seeing what comes ahead.

As the visitor turn the corner to discover a new
path ahead

The space is separated into various
plateforms that are connected with stairs,
one is able to catch moments of strangers
within the space.

The only enclosed space on the interior is the
tower that covers the downward circulation.

Strangers within the space meet eachother
through the punctures on the wall, each reveal
certain instances that reveal to them about
the strangers identity.

The interior space is characterized by narrow
hallways with larger open spaces

The partitions separates these spaces but
leaves openings for peaking and wandering

The tower that go from floor to top are
perforated with openings.

Ascending to the top of the building

The roof platform reflects the second floor
plan, from here the visitor can finally access
the downward circulation that is enclosed in
the tower.

The element of small opening on the top allow
the visitors to look down and take snapshots
of people passing by.
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AZURE Magazine
Trade Show booth for Interior Design West 2015
Designed and constructed In collaboration with Sonia Jin
Location: Vancouver Convention Center
Client: Azure Magazine
Advisor: Mari Fujita
Conception, Assembly Drawings, 3D modelling, CNC milling,
Construction, Design Research, Prototyping, Coordination

With a very low budget and time constraint to create this furniture
set for the Interior Design Show West, we came up with the idea of
using corrugated cardboard that eventually led us to winning the
competition. In collaboration with my partner Sonia, we utilize the
full potential of a readily available material to design and construct
20 feet long and 8 feet tall shelf and a complimentary booth table
for AZURE Magazine. The booth was extremely assembling friendly
and is the accordion structure made it simple to transport. The booth
is primarily build with cardboard with financial considerations as
well as environmental concerns. By exploiting single and doubleflute cardboard, we designed and constructed the shelf and
accompanying table that can be fully recyled.
Project construction Support: Nick Scott, Melissa Jin, Phil Chang, Kimi Shen, Peter
Zhang, Retaw Liu, Wenting Yang, Holly Hodge

Prototyping Process

Folding shelf Assembly
20”

We explored a range of alternative options and made a few 1:1 scale tests and scaled models before moving on to our final design.
During this iterative process, we took into account the material availability, and how it needs to be constructed on site within three
days. In the end we purchased standardized sheets of cardboard 4’x8’ from a local supplier and created prototypes to test form and
strength.

60”

Iterations

18”

48”

18”

12”
14”

20”
40”

40”

60”

96”

18”

48”

18”

12”
14”

Combining cardboard with wood
element to create a disperse effect

Triangulated cardboard

Interlocking carboard pieces
20”
40”

40”

20”

60”

96”

Using ribcage structure to create a base unit

An optimized accordion structure that
have opportunity for shelves.

Paper model of an accordion
structure that folds.

60”

20”

60”

Assembly Drawing

Table Assembly
MDF block insert
enhance stability
18”

48”

18”

120”

12”
14”

20”

20”
40”

40”

60”

96”

120”
20”

20”

60”

Process

With the support from SALA woodshop,
we CNCed our prefabricated panel pieces
to be connected onsite. The prefab pieces
made our onsite work assembly speedy and
convenient.

Constructed booth
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Canteliver
ENDS 420 Technology and Technique
In collaboration with Sheng Zhao, Christopher Snell
Instructor: Bill Pechet
Duration: 2 Weeks
Conception, Laser cutting, construction, Modelling

For this structural project, we were challenged to create a canteliver that
extends from a scaled model of benpak 15000. We were aiming to create
the longest canteliever in the class. The problem is that the weight and size
of the benpak is standardized and limiting. We hoped to make our material
as light as possible to balance the counter weight that the Benpak can
provide.
We soon realize that if we want to expand horizontally the weight provided
by the wooden Benpak is far from enough to counterbalance the weight.
Thus we came up with another idea to create another cantilever that would
curl back and forth to balance the length of the cantilever. This idea we
drew inspiration from Thomas Heatherwick’s bridge in London. We design
how the bridge would work and the length it would be able to curl up. To
save material and weight, we hallow out the triangular pieces that make up
of the canteliver. For the opposite side, we used three dowel that formulate
a triangle and the dowel shape and thickness shrinks as it canteliver
farther away from the Benpak model.
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Hotel Expedition
Nonarchitecture Design Competition
In collaboration with Sheng Zhao
Honourable Mention
Published on website and book
Duration: 3 Weeks
Design Drawing, Rendering, 3D modelling

Hotel Expedition challenges and extends what a traditional “hotel”
could be. Rather than finding a new place to stay in each city,
bringing luggage with you as you travel, switching hotels each time
moving to a new city, the design of Hotel Expedition provides the
convenience of staying at one place through travelling, bringing your
luggage with you, and having a secure base everywhere you travel
to. Providing the services of home as you travel, the hotel provides
a new system and typology which allows the traveler to become
an explorer. No longer burdened or restricted by the limitations
of services, items, and limitations of vehicular travel, the hotel
extends the services of not only the traditional hotel but also public
transportation.

Units
The units, as a group, deviate from traditional hotel/building-train typologies by spatially being neither fully inside nor out.
Fitting with the theme of revamping the rail system with the hotel, shipping containers and old train units are retrofitted into
train compartments to make the units more economical.

Train
The modular units, like traditional train cars, can disassemble, reorganize, and reconnect for a customized,
liberated, and individualized experience. Travelers in modular hotel units can detach at designated stations
and reattach to passing trains in the system.
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Faces of Alexander Street
Railyard Lab Social Venture Project
In collaboration with Edwy, Hugh, Liam
Time: Summer 2016
Design strategy, storyboarding, print design,
design thinking

The project started as part of the social venture at Dossier Creative Inc.
At the time, we were faced with the question of how can we cultivate
meaningful relationships between the business community and the
residents from social housing. My role was to strategize, organized and
design the experiences. To minimize the nimbyism in the area, we held
and planned for a video and photography experience and wrapped with
a community barbecue. During this process, we collaborated with a film
photographer to create a series of portraits that document the exaggerated
facial expressions of people from two vastly different communities.
Moreover, we recognized that misconceptions with the social housing
population rooted in a lack of communication and awareness within
the community. Our second part acknowledges the importance to have
opportunities for both sides of the community to share their stories. We
produced a video conversation between two groups of people from each
community to have meaningful conversations. These conversations created
a lasting impact that extended beyond the project. For the community, this
project brought together people from different sides of the neighborhood
and helped them form a better understanding of each other. Using a
human-centered approach to design, we were able to empathize with our
subjects and reveal common grounds between our humanity.

Postcard Print Design

Storyboard Design

Hello Neighbour,
We want to introduce you to “The Faces of
Alexander Street.” We’re thrilled to be part
of this community and we would love to do
something to give back to it! We are
reaching out to the business community and
invite you to join one of our Photo sessions
on July 18 or 22.

Please RSVP at
info@railyardlab.com

There are four parts to the Faces of
Alexander Street, it starts with having a
portrait taken!
Portraits
Video Production
A neighbourhood Party
Becoe part of a book!

Alexander street resident

Meet Railyard

Let’s take a picture! Take your portrait
with Hello Neighbour and be part of

Get photographed

Photo Card Design + Print

FAC E S O F A L E X A N D E R S T.
H E L LO N E I G H B O U R

Please RSVP at
info@railyardlab.com

H E L LO N E I G H B O U R

Photo
inserted
here

We want to introduce you to “The Faces of
Alexander Street.” We’re thrilled to be part
of this community and we would love to do
something to give back to it! We are
reaching out to the business community and
invite you to join one of our Photo sessions
on July 18 or 22.

FAC E S O F A L E X A N D E R S T.

There are four parts to the Faces of
Alexander Street, it starts with having a
portrait taken!

Let’s take a picture! Take your portrait
with Hello Neighbour and be part of

THANK YOU FOR BEING
PART IN CREATING
CHANGE FOR OUR
COMMUNITY!

Portraits
Video Production
A neighbourhood Party
Becoe part of a book!

YOU ARE ONE OF
THE MANY FACES OF
ALEXANDER ST.

S U P P O R T E D B Y:

Hello Neighbour,

Chosen Interviewees

Respond to Biography and Record

Both side of community meet

Record Biography

Likewise the other person also produce a response

Receive Gift at the party

Watch another person’s introduction

Reaction Filming

Turn stories into book

ALEXANDER
CENTER

S I N C E R E LY:
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Professional Work
Selected work from VAVE Gmbh. and
Leckie Studio Architecture + Design

Photoshop Rendering
Interactive design

Mogerman’s Residence - Vancouver
Pricing Set
Interactive exhibits concept
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Photography & Sketches
Travel Photography
Freehand Drawings
Computational sketches
Individual unless otherwise noted
2014-2018

Hand Sketches

Computational sketches

Installation

Metaball

Grasshopper Definition (Logo Portion)

one of the installation exploration I did for DiDi Chuxing Beijing

Kangaroo + Weaverbird

Surface manipulation - Graph Mapper

U=20mm
V=24mm

U=20mm
V=16mm

U=20mm
V=8mm

Surface Skin studies

3D digital and physical mock up

Brick Panelling

*mockup done by installation team

THANK YOU.
WINNIE.WT.CHEN@GMAIL.COM
WWW.LINKEDIN.COM/IN/WINNIEWANTINGCHEN/
+1 778 288 9668

